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Google is a popular search engine around the world. Millions are of people uses google to 

research, to find answers, and more. Many people are having concerns that google is making 

us less intelligent. According to “Is google making us stupid”, “the consequence of using google, 

and “How is google changing our memory” have many findings that could prove if google is 

making us less intelligent. I think google is making us less intelligent because google is 

distracting us from our work, false information, and changing the way that you are studying . 

 

First, google is part of our society and using it in daily routine. We use it to do research for 

homework, class work, project and more. But using too much is making you less because 

google is affecting our intelligence. When we use google, there's going to be huge amount of 

ads in the website that you're researching and that's making you distracted. According to source 

A it states, “if we're distracted, we understand less, and remember less.” The more we're 

distracted, the less we learn. That's really affecting our intelligence and giving us some false 

advertising. Some people in around the world just using google to just search up the answers 

and not fully understand the answer. If you're using google for an essay and you're searching 

something else not related to the essay you're distracting yourself. We easily get distracted from 

ads and sometimes we search up something else not related to the topic that your research. 

 



Secondly,using google sometimes leads to a good consequence and a bad consequence, but 

here's mostly a bad consequence. Using google could be helpful in our essay or project but 

websites has some incorrect information in particular websites. According to source C it states, 

“the internet is filled with incorrect information which may lead to be being misinformation.” 

Sometimes people knows that some websites has correct information because they have the 

source to provide some evidence. That only happens when you go on a official websites like 

history, PBS, etc. Mostly websites has incorrect answer like Wikipedia because someone could 

even edit the information and not providing sources to their evidence.  

 

Finally, before google is even a search engine, books was our main search engine to solve and 

research our answers. Books helps people to memorize the information and actually understand 

the information. But when google officially becomes famous search engine like yahoo, bing, etc 

people just search up the answer and not fully understand the information. According to source 

C it states, “with search engines available all the time, we often don code the information in 

thermally, because when we need it, we will look it.” People mostly just scan the website that 

they think has correct information and not bother to read the article.We actually have to read the 

whole book not like searching a website .Some people says that google doesn't make you less 

intelligent because google can you help you on homework and class.  

 

In conclusion, using google could make you less smart for being distracted in google, false 

information, and effecting our way to study.  

 


